We are thrilled to share with you that Verizon has funded the creation of one of our newest programs - HYPOTHEkids Science Clubs (HkSC)! Verizon has awarded COVID-related grants to education nonprofit organizations in order to provide STEM opportunities for students in grades K-8. HkSC is an out-of-school-time program for K-5 students in community based organizations (CBOs), NYCHA housing, and shelters throughout the 5 boroughs.
COVID has drastically changed the way that students are able to learn. HkSCs are our contribution toward helping to bridge the digital learning gap, particularly in lower income communities. Our Science Clubs will be easy for sites to start - Hk will provide:

- Engaging hands-on science lessons and labs developed by HYPOTHEkids, based on a theme in STEAM like: Powered by Nature, Engineer It, Our Universe and Beyond, My Body Alive, Living Nature, Up & Away, and Mathcrush
- HYPOTHEkits - all the required materials for each science lesson kitted up individually for ease of use
- Trained teachers/facilitators
- Real-time virtual lesson support from an Hk Scientist during each club

If you work with a CBO, NYCHA complex, or shelter and are interested in bringing HKSC to your students starting early 2021, let us know.
Help inspire the future. Donate to provide a foundation of STEAM for the next generation of thinkers, creators, and questioners.

Donate Here

Our mailing address is:
423 West 127th Street
New York, NY 10027
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